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Dir Wolfgang Peterson, US. 2006.

Why is there such an air of inevitability
about this? Because the crowd-pleasing
analogue spectacle of The Poseidon
Adventure was so clearly ripe for a
Hollywood digital update? Because its plot
about a luxury cruise ship hit by a rogue
tidal wave taps right into all those post-9/11,
post-tsunami, post-Katrina anxieties?
Because Wolfgang Petersen (Das Boot, The
Perfect Storm) is running out of boat ideas?
Whatever the reason, Poseidon proves a
distinctly conservative venture. 

A flashy David Cameron conservative,
mind you. It’s pacy and exciting, trowelling on
plenty of shoddy CGI slap and offering a brand
new cast of characters. Gone is Reverend Gene
Hackman haranguing his faithful herd from
ballroom up to propellor shaft in favour of
gambler Josh Lucas trying to sneak off to
safety alone. He’s stopped by nine-year-old
Conor (Jimmy Bennett) asking to tag along
with his single mum (Jacinda Barrett), before

being joined by Richard Dreyfuss, playing a
recently dumped, suicidal gay architect, and
Kurt Russell’s Robert Ramsey, both a former
firefighter and former mayor of New York (!),
who demands they first track down his
teenage daughter Emmy Rossum and her
boyfriend (Mike Vogel). 

Where 1972’s crew conjured a rousing
communality, 2006’s film offers a line-up of
loners struggling to stay together and lacks
the same momentum as a result. It also fails
to tease out the contemporary resonances or
adequately integrate emotion with action –
why is Russell quizzing Rossum about her
boyfriend while they’re zipping over a lake
of flaming oil on a commando line? – and
serves up a reactionary body count of one
villain, one hero and two immigrants.
Nevertheless, Petersen’s expert direction
ensures it remains gripping, keeping the
tension ratcheted right up and
commendably steering it all home within
100 minutes. 
Nick Funnell 
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Dir Ron Howard, US. 2006.

Considering the huge proportion of the
population that builds their lives around
religion, it is unsurprising that even
harmless inquiries into people’s faith have
been known to trigger full-scale wars. When
Dan Brown wrote The Da Vinci Code, a
demi-fictional thriller in which he proposed
that Jesus and Mary Magdalene bore a child,
religious zealots balked at the proposition
that the messiah had sexual passion, let
alone that its fruit was rubbing its pristine
shoulders with mere mortals. But while
Brown may have carelessly and clunkily
weaved a tale about an alternative history
for Christianity, he did it unapologetically.
In the film adaptation of his book, however,
Ron Howard seems so concerned with not
offending anyone, that any controversy The
Da Vinci Code once possessed is diluted in
its sterile stateliness.

Cute but hollow Audrey Tautou plays
police cryptologist Sophie Neveu who teams

up with Tom Hanks’ Harvard symbology
expert Robert Langdon to investigate the
death of her grandfather, the curator of the
Louvre. Despite Hanks’ impressively
understated presence and a plot that kicks
off with a murder at the most renowned
gallery in the world not to mention a
mysterious albino self-flagellator (the
brilliantly sinister Paul Bettany), Da Vinci
drags its feet in back story from the get go. It
is not until Langdon’s friend and rival
scholar Sir Leigh Treabing (Ian McKellen)
hobbles onto the scene that we fall headfirst
for his charming repartee and are instantly
seduced by his scholarly passion.

Unfortunately, Treabing is only on screen
for a brief time and the audience’s
fascination with this new interpretation of
Jesus Christ’s life disappears with him.
While The Name of the Rose dripped in the
rich dirt and dew of the church’s clandestine
activities, it also teemed with life and Sean
Connery’s cerebral cleric swept the audience
up in his passion for religious studies. Sans
Treabing, none of this passion can be found
in Da Vinci: soft grays and browns offer an
aesthetic parallel to Leonardo Da Vinci’s
paintings but possess none of its gravitas;
the ghostly superimposition of historical
events over contemporary scenes offers the
film only fleeting depth; and hidden cryptic
messages in paintings and on chapel walls
are presented as nothing more than Hardy
Boys-style plot props. Herein lies Da Vinci’s
fatal flaw: look past the pseudo-intellectual
veneer and you will find a slightly more
mature answer to Nancy Drew’s Church
Adventures. Soraya Roberts

The Da Vinci Code
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Dir Robert Towne, US. 2006.

It’s LA, the 1930s, and struggling writer
Arturo Bandini (Colin Farrell) has just moved
into a seedy hotel room, complete with hideous
wallpaper and a weird, interfering next-door
neighbour. Hasn’t he seen Barton Fink? In fact,
Robert Towne’s adaptation of John Fante’s
semi-autobiographical novel soon strikes a
tone all its own when Bandini meets fiery
Mexican waitress Camilla (Salma Hayek).
What starts out as a commentary on
California’s troubled history of race relations –
the Italian-American Bandini belittles
Camilla’s attempts to win US citizenship –

gradually turns to torrid romance. Although
Chinatownwriter Towne lovingly depicts the
Depression-era LA setting (actually shot in
South Africa), the film misfires. The love story,
when it comes, is overheated (including idyllic
sojourns in a beachside cottage, naked moonlit
swims and deathbed declarations), while the
suffering of LA’s Latino inhabitants is
reduced to scenes of Farrell and Hayek hurling
racial abuse at one another like wisecracks in a
screwball partnership. ‘I’m bored with your
Mexican remarks,’ Hayek spits at Farrell after
yet another of his anti-Hispanic taunts. I
couldn’t have said it better myself. 
Edward Lawrenson 

Ask the Dust
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Dir Brett Ratner , US. 2006.

The plot, for what it’s worth, goes as follows.
A cure for the mutant X gene has been found
and Magneto (Ian McKellen, brilliant as
ever) rallies together an army to destroy the
threat to the mutant population. As the
mutants tool up for war, Jean Gray 
(Famke Jansen) returns from the dead as her
alter ego, the all-powerful and
uncontrollable Phoenix. But while X-Men:
The Last Stand’s storyline may be paper
thin, the action and suspense have been laid
on with a spatula. 

If rumours are to be believed this is to be
the last X-film (although spin-offs for
Wolverine and Magneto are in the pipeline)
and director Brett Ratner is keen to go out on
a bang. Main characters are swept away at
the stroke of a pen and the film stepladders
up the set pieces to its grand finale. New
addition Kelsey Grammer is note perfect as
Dr Hank McCoy/Beast and once again Hugh
Jackman’s Wolverine proves he’s the coolest
comic book character to survive the leap to
celluloid. Unfortunately, Vinnie Jones is so
wooden as Juggernaut that his character
should have been renamed Mahogany,
while the brief flicker of charm provided by
Ben Foster’s Angel is snuffed by a lack of
screen time.

Despite the film’s shortcomings
(including a dialogue that lacks the zing and
insight of the first episode and a number of
scenes that could have done with some
further exposition), The Last Stand
nevertheless zips along swiftly and more or
less satisfactorily. Containing both the best

–  Magneto transporting the Golden Gate
Bridge to Alcatraz –  and the worst  –
anything with the aforementioned Jones –
scenes of the series, X3 is far from perfect.
Still it should put up a good fight against
Superman(directed by X-Men alumnus
Bryan Singer) in this summer’s war of the
blockbusters. Matthew Pomroy
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